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A geothermal heating network that’s growing with its town
STHAL (Société Thermique de l'Almont) is a geothermal
heating network which supplies over 6,000 equivalent housing
units in the northern sectors of the town of Melun, located in
the south-eastern suburbs of Paris. When created 40 years
ago the network was the first of its kind in France, and it has
grown and evolved over the years. This evolution has a strong
technological component. A new well (the third) of composite
fibre was sunk in 1995, and was the first of its kind in Ile-deFrance. The network has now been linked up with an existing
heating network allowing its coal-fired boiler to be closed
down, and in 2010, it was extended over a 1-kilometre
pipeline to connect with the waste incineration centre of Vaux-le-Pénil. This additional
power means over 50% of the network’s heating will come from renewable energy
sources, despite some major developments in Melun, including an eco-neighbourhood
and a hospital. Despite 40% expansion in its area of service, renewable or
“unavoidable” energy will now account for 66% of the network’s output. Naturally,
geothermal energy will remain the basic energy source of the future configuration of
the STHAL network, but the prospects of offering subscribers not one but several
alternative energies marks a new stage in the development of urban heating.
Dalkia and Communauté d’Agglomération de Melun Val-de-Seine are proud to
present this project for “expansion of a municipal scheme with more than 10,000 users”
at the 2nd Global District Energy Climate Awards.
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Description of the project (max. 10 pages)
4.1. Background
Melun is a town in Ile-de-France, the region
which produces 80% of France’s geothermal
energy. Over 150,000 equivalent housing units
are served by this method of heating, which
saves over 100,000 tonnes of oil equivalent per
year.
A university town with 39,000 inhabitants,
Melun lies on a bend in the Seine 40 km southeast of Paris. It occupies an area of around 800
ha.
Île Saint Etienne - MELUN

The STHAL network was created in
1969 to supply the northern quarters of
Melun. At the time, using geothermal
energy to power a heating network was
a totally original idea. In fact, it was
the first time geothermal energy had
been used to power a heating network
in France.

Melun uses the same geothermal source for heating and for domestic hot water,
which are supplied over separate networks. This system makes Melun a unique
network, and it supplies 4,000 housing units and 2,000 equivalent housing units of
public buildings. In most cases, heating and hot water are supplied over a common
network and are separated at substations located outside the buildings they serve.
The water is pumped from the Dogger aquifer. This water, located at a depth of
between 1,800 and 2,000 metres, is mildly corrosive. The original system was a
doublet, with one production well and one injection well giving a geothermal output
3
of 100 m /h. The temperature of the pumped water is 72 °C.
The network was boosted in 1989 with the construction of a third well to replace the
original injection well, which had become blocked due to corrosion problems. Output
3
increased to 130 m /h.
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The new production well, which was sunk in 1995, marked a technological
breakthrough. This totally innovative well was made of composite fibre and was
subsidised by Ademe and European funds. It was the first well of its kind in the
country, and remains unique in IIe-de-France. With the new well, output increased to
430 ml/h.
In 1998, the STHAL geothermal network was connected to another - previously
independent - network located in the Montaigu quarter of the town. Closure of the
existing coal-fired boiler and installation of a cogeneration plant made what was
already a good network an exemplary one in terms of environmental protection.
Since July 2007, the network has operated under special tax conditions, meaning all
subscribers pay a special low VAT rate (5.5%) on their heating bills.

Présentation

Réseau Montaigu
Réseau Almont
Liaison Almont - Montaigu

Le réseau

Chaufferie
MONTAIGU

Chaufferie
ALMONT
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THE NETWORK IN FIGURES
Production plant:

subscribed demand: 25 MW

installed capacity: 39 MW
with:
1/ Almont boiler: geothermal power: 8 MW

one 9 5/8” diameter production well in composite resin
tubing

one 9 5/8” injection well with steel casing

corrosion inhibitor injection station
2/ Almont boiler: cogeneration: 5 MW heat and 4 MW electricity (2
gas motors)
3/ Montaigu boiler: back-up/emergency gas-powered boiler (24 MW)
Distribution:

one network of 10 km

48 secondary substations located in buildings and 21 equipment substations
Annual production:

6,500 equivalent housing units supplied

70,000 MWh heating energy produced per year
3

140,000 m of domestic hot water produced per year
Energy basket at present:

Geothermal: 63%

Cogeneration: 25%

Natural gas: 12%

The local geothermal network has always been an influential factor in urban
development projects in Melun.
When the town began redeveloping its northern quarters (where 60% of its
inhabitants live) in 2008, the urban heating network was naturally an integral part of
the project.
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Pages from the prospectus for OXYGENE, the urban redevelopment project of the town of MELUN

The 2,000 housing units of the Montaigu eco-neighbourhood and a new 700-bed
hospital are due to be connected to the network in the coming years, thanks to the
constant commitment of a municipal council which considers the network to be a
valuable community asset.
The heating and hot water needs of the new developments will require an additional
source of alternative energy to ensure a constant renewable energy rate of over 50%,
which keeps the network in the reduced VAT band.
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Additional heat energy will be provided by
the waste incineration plant of Vaux-lePénil. A pipeline 1 kilometre long will be laid
to connect the boiler to the waste
incineration plant. Once an exchanger has
been installed at the plant, it will able to
supply the network with the additional heat
it needs. Which gives us good reason to be
optimistic, for the renewable/unavoidable
energy component of the network will rise to
66% despite a 40% expansion in the area it
serves.
Naturally, geothermal energy will remain the basic energy source of the future
configuration of the STHAL network, but the prospects of offering subscribers not one
but several alternative energies marks a new stage in the development of urban
heating in Melun.

vice

Three questions for Renée Wojeik, deputy mayoress of Melun, 1st -president
of the Communauté d'Agglomération Melun Val-de-Seine and supervisor of the
urban heating contract for Melun l'Almont
How do you view geothermal energy in Melun?
Geothermal energy has had nothing but positive consequences for the town of
Melun. Look at the figures: it supplies over 6,000 dwellings with hot water and
heating. Geothermal energy protects local inhabitants against fluctuations in fossil
fuel prices. It now serves 30% of the inhabitants of Melun. Many of these belong to
the poorer strata of society, and they receive an exceptionally good quality of
service at a cost which doesn’t change. Yes, geothermal energy is a source of pride
for the local administration.
What’s the future for a geothermal network in a town like Melun?
The geothermal network is constantly growing. Over the last 3 years, we’ve
connected over 750 housing units - new or existing - to the network. And there are
some ambitious plans for the future: we plan to connect 2,000 housing units in the
new eco-neighbourhood near Montaigu, and the new hospital in 2014.
How do you explain the success of the network?
One reason is that local representatives have been passionately committed to the
project right from the outset. When it was launched 40 years ago, this project was
well ahead of its time! For Melun, a competitive geothermal network like ours is a
source of pride.
From the May 2009 issue of La géothermie en France n°5
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4.2 A summary of the network’s history and technical data
Back in 1969, the municipal council of Melun awarded STHAL the contract for the
operation and management of a public heating distribution network in the town’s
Almont and Mézereaux neighbourhoods. Originally, the network was powered by a
central boiler complex combining traditional heat production installations with
geothermal installations.
Nearby, the low-cost housing office (OPDHLM) of Seine-et-Marne had been supplying
homes in the Montaigu neighbourhood with heating via a coal-powered boiler since
1966.
In 1977, in its endeavours to improve its housing stock, and after feasibility studies
had shown that the various parties involved stood to make financial savings, the
OPDHLM decided, along with the town of Melun, to connect its network to the
municipal heating network in the neighbourhood of Almont.
In 1998, the Montaigu neighbourhood was connected to the network, which was then
reinforced with the addition of a cogeneration plant.
At present, STHAL supplies heating and hot water to the equivalent of 5,715 housing
units, with annual consumption of 71,905 MWhsch.
The distribution network covers 10 km, with 48 residential secondary substations and
21 equipment substations.
The production equipment is located in two interconnected boiler plants:
-

Almont boiler: Geothermal energy (220m3/h – 71°C) & cogeneration (2 x 2,550
kWth),

-

Montaigu boiler: 2 x gas generators (24 MW) and 2 x coal generators (15 MW,
back-up).
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4.3. The next stage: connecting the heating network to a nearby
incineration plant
Since summer 2010, the network has been
connected to the domestic waste incineration
facility at Vaux-le-Pénil. The new project allows
added exploitation of the heat and electricity
produced in the network, and enables it to
expand while operating with over 50% renewable
energy.
Over €1 million were spent on the connection and
€5 million on the network.
Renewable/unavoidable energy rose from 63% to
90% of the network’s output.

There were also financial reasons for the
expansion, as it allowed the network to
continue qualifying for beneficial VAT rates
of 5.5% - which means significant reductions to subscribers’ energy bills.

Decisive factors:
 Significant urban development in the area of the network:
o The new hospital of Melun (700 beds)
o The Montaigu eco-neighbourhood (2,000 housing units)
=> 10 MW power requirements and 30,000 MWh energy requirements
 The town’s wish to meet additional energy requirements via its heating
network
 The need to find an additional renewable energy source alongside
geothermal to keep the network’s renewable energy component > 50%
to qualify for 5.5% VAT
 End of cogeneration contract: 31 October 2010
 The same global costs for users
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4.3.1) Extent of the network
Development potential
A new urban development and a hospital are to be built in the northern district of
Melun in 2012-2013. This will enable the network to be extended westwards to serve
1,000 existing housing units plus a police station and school.

Urban development (1,500 housing units)
1,000 housing units + police station

H

Hospital

Montaigu boiler complex

* From the development plan for Plaine de Montaigu

The development of its northern quarters (as part of the Plaine de Montaigu urban
redevelopment project) is a priority for the town of Melun. The project involves the
development of the last remaining available land in the town and will significantly
increase the town’s population. On completion, the new housing quarter will
comprise 1,500 new housing units in a new and diversified residential offering.
Articulation of the new neighbourhood with the urban redevelopment project will
involve the rehabilitation of over 100 social housing units.
An urban development project of this scale will allow the municipal administration to
implement new practices in sustainable development with high environmental
quality. The development guidelines will oblige future promoters to take
environmental criteria into account.
And the creation of an all-new neighbourhood will allow the necessary public and
private facilities to be created.
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Forecast energy consumption is as follows:
Montaigu urban development zone: 16,000 MWh/year (output power = 7MW)
- Housing: 1,500 units
- Public facilities
Hospital: 13,100 MWh/year (output power = 6 MW)
- Estimated surface area: 76,000 m²
- 680 beds
Existing buildings: 21,690 MWh/year (output power = 12.8 MW)
- Police station: 5,700 MWh/year (output power 6 MW)
- Urban development zone - 1,000 housing units: 14,100 MWh/year (output power =
6 MW)
- Secondary school: 1,890 MWh/year (output power 800 kW)
We estimate power consumption will be +50,790 MWh/year at delivery points, i.e.
+54,615 MWhsch/year leaving the boilers.
4.3.2) Choice of the waste incineration plant
GENERIS: contractor for management of domestic waste treatment and recycling as
part of a public service contract. This contract includes the management and
operation of the domestic waste incineration plant at Vaux-le-Pénil, the property of
S.M.I.T.O.M.
Key figures:
- Treats waste produced by 300,000 inhabitants
- Serves 27 municipalities
- 140,000 tonnes of domestic waste treated per year
- Generates 80,000 MWh of electricity per year
Plant:
- Steam generator (52 tonnes/h at 42 bars)
- 2 incineration furnaces > 850°C
- Turbine + alternator
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Reasons for the project:
Melun’s urban heating network is a public service operated under contract by STHAL
and is primarily powered by geothermal energy. Since the network uses a renewable
energy source in a proportion over 50%, under French legislation (law no. 2006-872 of
13 July 2006) the buildings served by the network qualify for special tax relief, paying
only 5.5% VAT on their heating bills.
As the environment is now a major issue, the municipal authorities wish to further
develop this inexpensive and eco-friendly method of heating.
A new urban development (ZAC Montaigu) and a hospital are to be built in the
northern district of Melun in 2012-2013. These developments will require an
additional source of renewable energy to keep the renewable/recovered energy
component above 50% in the long term.
And in March 2010, the electricity purchase contract for power produced by the
cogeneration plant currently in service at the Almont boiler complex will come to an
end. A new source of energy has to be found before October 2010.
To meet these challenges, the heating network will be connected to the SMITOM
domestic waste incineration facility (Vaux-le-Pénil) which will provide “recycled”
thermal energy (i.e. the heat generated by incineration), which qualifies as
renewable energy.
The economic benefits for the users:
Connection of the Vaux-le-Pénil facility to the urban heating network of Melun will
permit:
- continued highly competitive heating costs for subscribers to the
network,
- long-term qualification for the 5.5% VAT rate,
- reduced fluctuations in costs via significant reductions in the use of
fossil fuels.
4.3.3) Cogeneration
Cogeneration previously met 25% of heating needs. With the connection to the waste
incineration facility and the extension of the network, cogeneration will now meet
only 14% of heating requirements. STHAL bears 100% liability for the risks involved in
cogeneration and is also responsible for the associated CO2 quotas (Almont).
4.3.4) Funding
The new connection between the Almont boiler complex and the waste incineration
facility is 100% funded by STHAL and ADEME/Regional Council subsidies. It will ensure
that the heating network continues to qualify for 5.5% VAT. STHAL will also finance
the extension of the main network to cover the Montaigu urban development zone
and the hospital.
4.3.5) Environmental benefits
By adding recycled energy to the energy mix, the connection to the waste
incineration plant will increase the environmental benefits already provided by the
network. 90% of heating needs will now be covered by the combined geothermal
network (65%) and waste incineration facility (25%) against 63% before the link-up.
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4.3.6) The energy mix after extension
Geothermal: 51%
Domestic waste incineration: 15%
Cogeneration: 14%
Gas: 20%
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